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GUARANTEED SAVING

Counting 2 hours a day, dedicated to washing and cleaning the vases and changing the water,
for 320 days a year at a cost of say 10 euro an hour, we obtain a labour saving of 6,400 euro!

The use of Fior d’Acqua produces a waste flower saving of at least 15% on purchases.

Considering a monthly purchase of 4,000 euro, in a year we obtain a further saving of 7,200 euro! 

Adding together the saving on labour and the saving on waste flowers, our total gain is 13,600 euro! 
(see comparative chart).

INVESTING IN A FIOR D’ACQUA DISPLAY UNIT HAS MANY ADVANTAGES:
 • Waste optimisation
  • Labour savings
   • Display area optimisation
    • Saving work time
     • Increase in flower saleability time

The only system that oxygenates the water and keeps it at
a constant temperature of 6-7°C

Total
monthly
purchase
(in euro)

15% saving
on total
(in euro)

YEARLY
SAVING
(in euro)

1,000.00

1,500.00

2,000.00

3,000.00

4,000.00

5,000.00

150.00

225.00

300.00

450.00

600.00

750.00

€ 1,800.00

€ 2,700.00

€ 3,600.00

€ 5,400.00

€ 7,200.00

€ 9,000.00

WASTE FLOWER SAVING CHART

Daily
maintenance
flowers and
vases

Total yearly
hours

Average
cost
per hour

TOTAL
YEARLY
SAVING

1 hour

1,5 hour

2 hour

320

480

640

10.00

10.00

10.00

€ 3,200.00

€ 4,800.00

€ 6,400.00

LABOUR SAVING CHART

PRODUCT SHEETS

The modular “leonardo” model 
offers great flexibility. The basic 
configuration features two modules. 
containing the refrigerating unit and 
the water pump in the top module 
and a water suction and filtering 
unit in the bottom module.
The system can be increased in size 
with a further 4 tanks up to at most 
six tanks without any further 
changes to the refrigerating unit.

Display capacity: 
about 200 flowers of various kinds 
in each tank, equivalent to about 6 
traditional flower vases.

Available colours: 
Water green, RAL 6019, with 
availability of customised colours.

New design for the well-known 
refrigerated display units, for 
creating an elegant corner 
dedicated to cut flowers.

The ZEN model with crescent moon 
shape can be coupled up to form a 
central flower island.

Display capacity: 
about 6/700 flowers of various 
kinds, equivalent to about 20 
traditional flower vases.

Available colours: 
Customised finishes, RAL colours, 
marble, burr or solid-colour finishes.

The strong points of this model are 
its high capacity and practicality, 
thanks to its size and the material 
from which it is made 
(polyethylene).

Display capacity: 
about 1200 flowers of various kinds, 
equivalent to about 30 traditional 
flower vases.

Available colours: 
Green dotted white, White dotted 
black, Silver, Acid green, Dark red, 
Mocha.

The vases of the Riviera line 
provide a working tool, but also a 
furnishing item. 
Ideal for flower installations that 
have to be kept for a long time.
Perfect in theatre foyers or hotel 
lobbies, in a meeting room or at a 
restaurant entrance, in wellness and 
spa areas.

Display capacity:
About 200 flowers of various types, 
equivalent to 6 traditional flower 
vases.

Available colours: 
White, Anthracite, Terracotta, 
Mocha, Dark Red, Orange and musk 
Green.

“LEONARDO”

“RIVIERA”

“ZEN”

“TITANO”
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A HEART BEATS
IN OUR DISPLAY UNITS

and extends the life
of your cut flowers

PROFESSIONAL
FOR FLORISTS, GARDENS AND SUPERMARKETS

GARDEN
FOR FLORISTS AND GARDEN CENTERS

WELLNESS
FOR RESTAURANTS, HOTELS,
WELLNESS AREA WINDOWS

The only system that oxygenates the water and keeps it at
a constant temperature of 6-7°C




